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Designing the MOOC’s content and

platform has been six hard-working

months. The STAVE ENCRYPT team

collaborated with experts in

blockchain technologies and NFTs to

ensure that the course will provide

the correct information to musicians in

a simple and efficient format.

We have specified the modules the

course will cover, the video scripts,

and the tools for creating them.

The first video drafts have been sent

to experts for feedback with the aim

of finalising the videos’ content in the

following two months.  



The topics the videos cover are:

Introduction to NFTs

The first step in creating NFTs (blockchain

platforms)

Crypto Wallets

Creating a musical NFT

Creation of an NFTs collection

Selling NFTs

 

WHAT TOPICS WILL THE VIDEOS COVER?



The following steps for the project are:

Production of the interactive PDFs that

will accompany the videos

Develop knowledge test questionnaires

for each Module

Create feedback questionnaires

Translate all content in the Greek

language, and 

 Test the videos and the platform’s

functions. 

Pilot testing of the videos and MOOC



The STAVE ENCRYPT team is already

planning events to promote the

EnMusicDigit project‘s final results. 

Our effort is to design events both online

and face-to-face to maximize the project‘s

visibility.

Apart from organising our own events, we

are also looking for opportunities to

participate and collaborate in events

Implemented by other organisations.

UPCOMING EVENTS



“All music is based in one way or the

other, or influenced through the

ages, on technology.”

Hans Zimmer, Music Producer 



Stay tuned by following the 

EnMusicDigit  project

On Facebook :

https://www.facebook.com/enmusicdigit 

and 

on YouTube:

www.youtube.com/@enmusicdigit

You can also visit the project‘s website at

www.enmusicdigit.com
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